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ABSTRACT
The pre‐historic ‘altar’ of Monte d’Accoddi ‐ near Sassari, Sardinia ‐ is a unique mo‐
nument in the whole Mediterranean area. It is indeed a huge ʺpyramidʺ constructed out
of cyclopean masonry, but it exhibits a monumental access ramp similar to the Mesopo‐
tamian Ziggurats. The monument is extremely ancient since its first phases of construc‐
tion date back to 3200 BC; it is usually interpreted as a sacred center perhaps devoted to
the ʺMother Earthʺ. Although pretty little is known about pre‐nuragic religion, astro‐
nomical alignments have been documented in contemporary sites in Sardinia. There‐
fore, with the aim of contributing to the interpretation of such a unique construction, we
have carried out a new, complete archaeoastronomical survey of this monument and its
annexes, which is presented here. It turns out that, the presence of astronomical refer‐
ences at the site becomes apparent if the alignments defined by the menhirs located in
the fields nearby are analyzed. Indeed, there exists convincing evidence that, from the
summit of the platform, lines of sight at the eastern horizon guided by a white limestone
menhir and by a reddish stone menhir located at some two hundreds meters from the
monument framed the rising of the Sun at winter solstice, pointing to the rising of Sirius
and to the southern extreme declination of Venus respectively, while the same menhirs
were likely used as backsights for the standstills of the Moon as observed from the east‐
ern corners of the monument.

KEYWORDS: Monte d’ Accoddi, altar, Pre‐nuragic Sardinia, Astronomical alignments,
menhir.
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THE PREHISTORIC MONUMENT
OF MONTE D’ACCODDI
The ‘altar’ of Monte d’Accoddi is lo‐
cated some 8km north of the modern
town of Sassari, Sardinia (lat. 40° 46’,
lon. 8° 26’, h. 60m AMSL, see Figure 1).
The area has been subjected to intensive
farming and human activities, but the
monument remained buried up to the
1950s, when it was first excavated by
the archaeologist Ercole Contu (Contu,
1953a, 1953b 1984). Subsequently, Santo
Tinè operated other excavations (Tinè,
1987, 1989) and a reconstruction of the
upper terrace, which appears today as a

two‐step pyramid with a monumental
access ramp (see Figure 2).
However, only the ramp and the
lower step are authentic, and it is actu‐
ally rather doubtful that the upper part
was originally conceived as a sort of
terraced altar; it seems more likely that
the monument had a change in the
slope of the exterior flanks, like the
Egyptian pyramid of south Dashour,
and that only a small flattened area was
located on the top. In any case, due to
the access ramp which distinguishes it
from the pyramids, the Monte
d’Accoddi monument is a unique in the
whole Mediterranean area.

Fig. 1: the location of Monte dʹAccoddi (image source: NASA World Wind)

The most close similarities, if any,
have to be found in Mesopotamian Zig‐
gurats, which however were built of
mud bricks, while the bulk of the Monte
d’Accoddi monument is composed by
an earthwork encased with stone blocks
joined together without mortar (we do
not share the idea ‐ commonly present

in the literature ‐ that the monument
was constructed with a “primitive”
technique; a careful inspection indeed
shows a clear attention of the builders
for the stability of the structure; for in‐
stance, huge “corner blocks” are set
along the baseline).
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Fig. 2: Monte dʹAccoddi

Stratigraphy of the excavations puts
Monte d’Accoddi among the most an‐
cient stone monuments of the Mediter‐
ranean area (Contu, 2000). Actually it
was constructed in two phases: a first
‘altar’ was built during the final phase
of the Ozieri culture (around 3200 BC);
later this ‘altar’ was included in a
greater construction (in a manner simi‐
lar to the way in which meso‐american
temples were ‘renovated’, building a
new temple over the old one). The
monument is probably contemporary to
the “Dolmen phase” of funerary cus‐
toms in Sardinia (Hoskin and Zedda,
1997).
The first altar was 5.50m high, built
as a platform 23.80m x 27.40m wide, on
which a rectangular ‘temple’ of 12.50m
x 7.25m was standing. It should be no‐
ticed that such measures, obtained in
our own survey, differ slightly from the
ones published by E. Contu (Contu,
2000).
This ‘temple’ has been found, buried
in the core of the later phase, and still
retains the original casing frescoed with
red okra. The ramp of the first phase

was 5.5m wide and 25m long. The sec‐
ond phase of the monument belongs to
the so‐called Filigosa‐Abealzu culture,
which flourished between 3200 and
2700 BC circa (more recent frequenta‐
tion is attested by a few traces as well).
The second platform measures 35m x
31m, with a ramp 40m long. It is uncer‐
tain if the original height of the monu‐
ment was the one visible today,
achieved in the restoration, although
this seems likely, due to the presence of
part of the original stonework on the
west side of the upper part of the ramp.
Not much is known of the religion of
pre‐nuragic Sardinia (Lilliu, 1988), but
according to the archaeological finds,
which include statuettes and other of‐
ferings, it is certain that Monte
d’Accoddi was an important religious
centre, and it seems likely, at least ac‐
cording to E. Contu, that fertility rites
should have taken place there. Accord‐
ing to Lilliu (Lilliu, 2001) the place was
associated with the so‐called ‘Mother
earth’ divinity “in the unusual version of
Goddess of the Sky, controlling the axis
mundi”.
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To complete the description of the
monument, we notice the presence of a
huge menhir (4m high) on the left of the
ramp and of a megalithic table around
10m2 wide on the right side. The table is
laid on irregular stone supports, resem‐
bling a dolmen, and it is believed to
have been used for sacrifices. Near the
table, but not in the original position,
lies a huge spheroidal stone (similar to
the much later Delphi ‘omphalos’) as
well as a smaller, similar one.
The presence of menhirs in the
nearby fields is reported in literature.
We were able to locate three of them:
one lies to the south of the ramp, while
the other two lie in a corn field located
on the east side of the monument (pre‐
cise data will be given below).
The first of these two is made of
white limestone, about 2.30m high; the
other is made of reddish sandstone,
around 1.90m high (Figure 3). The men‐
hirs do not stick out at the horizon pro‐
file from the summit of the platform,
however the horizon is only slightly
more pronounced (two menhirs, say, 4.5
and 5.5 meters tall would have been

sufficient to this scope, and erecting
such huge stones was certainly within
the abilities of the builders). All menhirs
most probably belong to the first phase
of the monument, while the table,
which exhibits cup marks and holes,
belongs more likely to the second phase
(see Contu, 2000). The ‘omphalos’ is a
unique find for such an ancient context,
and therefore it is undatable.

DISCUSSION
An archaeoastronomical analysis of
the monument has already been carried
out (Proverbio et al., 1991, Romano,
1992), but it did not include the possible
alignments of the menhirs. As a conse‐
quence, we have subjected the whole
monument to a new, complete survey
which led to a partial re‐assessment of
the previous study.
The cyclopean walls of the platform
are somewhat irregular and some sec‐
tors are partially collapsed; it is, how‐
ever, possible to measure the main ori‐
entation of the sides.

Fig. 3: the white (left) and the red menhirs.
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The building is not squared, since
the east side is oriented 11°24’ west of
south while the west side 14°31’; the
north side is oriented 15°19ʹ south of
east. The ramp (which rests on the
southern side) is quite irregular; a line
connecting the middle point of the
summit with that of the entrance is ori‐
ented 8°02’ west of south. These meas‐
ures essentially coincide with those cal‐
culated by Aveni, Proverbio and
Romano; according to these authors, the
orientation of the northern side might
have been conceived to indicate the mi‐
nor lunar standstill; however, this al‐
leged alignment is clearly untenable,
since the azimuth of the rising Moon at
minor standstill in 3200 BC at Monte
d’Accoddi was 116°23’ (116°20’ at the
end of the second phase around 2700
BC). In addition, the monument is obvi‐
ously conceived for rituals occurring on
the top, so that the possibility of ‘tan‐
gential’ alignments of the sides, as those
documented in the Nuraghes (Zedda
and Belmonte, 2004) looks unlikely.
Overall, we believe that the roughly
cardinal orientation of the monument
per se was not dictated by astronomy
(by the way, if needed, a very good
‘pole star’ was available at that times,
since in 3000 BC the star Thuban was
located at 1°30’ from the pole).
Aveni, Proverbio and Romano also
measured the line connecting the centre
of the ‘table’ and the menhir on the
western side of the ramp obtaining
130°14’. Again, we confirm this measure
but we consider untenable the lunar
alignment to the maximum standstill
proposed by these authors, first of all
because the ‘table’ probably belongs to a
later phase with respect to the menhir,
and also because it is unclear from
where such observations could have
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been carried out. The authors also men‐
tion two further menhirs: one of them is
reported to be invisible from the plat‐
form, and this is probably the menhir
we are calling the white one (in fact
only the top of it is visible today due to
the presence of a modern water reser‐
voir). The other one is reported to have
an azimuth of 107° as viewed from the
top of the platform. We have not been
able, however, to locate such a menhir
nor on site, neither in the existing ar‐
chaeological literature.
Summarizing, the existing literature
on the monument did not take into ac‐
count the possible astronomical signifi‐
cance of the menhirs located in the
original position, in the fields on the
eastern side of the monument. As we
shall see in a while, however, the analy‐
sis of the alignments defined by such
menhirs does show the likely interest of
the builders for the sky. Before entering
into details a comment is necessary.
Since, as mentioned, the monument has
been heavily restored on its top, we had
to make some assumptions on the
original configuration of its features. We
have therefore estimated the height of
the original terrace, which was very
probably close to the reconstructed one,
and traced as much as possible the sides
of the original basement, estimating its
centre at 40°46ʹ26ʺ north, 8°26ʹ56ʺ east.
Then we simulated variations in the
alignments, corresponding to longitu‐
dinal displacements of about 4 meters in
both directions of the observation point
on the summit. In the worst cases we
obtain variations in the azimuths of the
menhirs lower than one degree.
As mentioned, we were able to locate
the three menhirs reported to be in their
original position (Contu, 2000). We as‐
signed to them the letters W, R, F re‐
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spectively (see Figure 4). We give in Ta‐
ble 1 the following data: distance from

the centre of the upper terrace, azimuth,
height of the horizon and declination.

Table 1: Data measured from the centre of the monument for the three menhirs.

Foresight
W menhir
R menhir
F menhir
Middlepoint

distance
218 m
236 m
775 m

azimuth
119°46’
127°31’
178°11’
123°38’

altitude
1°07’
0°52’
1°21’
1°00’

dec.
‐21°34’
‐27°08’
‐48°11’
‐24°22’

Fig. 4: The azimuths of the two menhirs and the midpoint
with respect to the centre of the monument.

All the three menhirs appear to have
been positioned to act as astronomical
indicators.
First of all the menhir F, located
quite far from the monument, but in
plain view from it, gives a relatively
good indication of due south.
To analyze the possible astronomical
meaning of the white and the red men‐
hir we start from the following observa‐
tion. The azimuth of the intermediate
sight point (123°38’) is extremely close
to that of the Sun rising at the winter
solstice, which was 123°23’ in 3200 BC,
and the arc spanned between the two
sightlines is 8° degrees wide. In our

opinion, this is a quite strong indication
for an astronomical use of the menhirs
as foresights placed to observe ʺrising
phenomenaʺ occurring at azimuths
(declinations) near that of the Sun at the
winter solstice. Of course indeed, an arc
of azimuths centered at the winter sol‐
stice is related to many significant as‐
tronomical phenomena, since ‐ a part
from relevant stellar targets which may
be present ‐ both the azimuths of the
lunar standstills and those of the sta‐
tions of the planets will lie “nearby”.
We thus start by analyzing the pos‐
sibility of lunar or planetary alignments.
The arc spanned is easily seen to be too
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thin to have been used as an efficient
device to observe the lunar standstills,
while of course it is too wide to be use‐
ful for (precise) winter solstice meas‐
urements. However, we notice that,
among the declinations corresponding
to the extreme of the “arc” (‐21°34’ and ‐
27°08’) the most southern one closely
matches –(ε+ν), where ν=3°24’ is the tilt
of the plane of the Venus’ orbit with
respect to the ecliptic, and ε=24°03’ is
the obliquity of the ecliptic in 3200 BC.
Due to the extremely slow variation of
the ecliptic plane, this alignment con‐
tinues to hold (it actually becomes more
accurate) during the whole period in
which the monument might have been
constructed. Thus, the red menhir
seems to be related to the observation of
the major extreme southern standstill of
Venus (no alternative stellar target can
be individuated in the considered pe‐
riod). The existence of oscillations in the
extreme positions of Venus is readily
observable by skywatchers interested in
the movement of this planet and re‐
occurs every eight years circa. As it is
well known, interest for the observation
of the Venus cycle is well documented
among the Mayas, especially at Uxmal
(Aveni 2001; Ruggles 2005; Sprajc 1993)
while for the Mediterranean area the
case presented here constitutes the first
possible example, at least to the present
authors’ knowledge.
As far as the other menhir is con‐
cerned, it might be tempting to consider
it as a sight post for the “minor south‐
ern standstill” of the same planet at dec‐
lination –(ε–ν), but this “standstill” is
much more difficult to be defined and
observed. Actually, there exists a much
more likely possibility. Indeed in the
years around 2750 BC the brightest star,
Sirius, was rising in “perfect” alignment
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with the considered direction. At that
time Sirius underwent heliacal rising
roughly at the same time of the summer
solstice, and, as is well known, this
phenomenon was observed and used
for calendrical purposes in Egypt in the
very same period.
Of course, we stress that ‐ as it hap‐
pens to be the case for all stellar align‐
ments ‐ validity depends crucially on
the time of construction of the monu‐
ment, a date which we do not know
with certainty. In particular if the men‐
hirs were erected during the first phase
and not relocated in ancient times the
Sirius alignment would be untenable
(due to precession, going back and forth
in time from 2750 BC the alignment be‐
comes inaccurate; to fix ideas we men‐
tion that the declination of Sirius stays
within one degree from ‐21°34’ in the
period 3000 BC ‐ 2500 BC).
Once the main alignments from the
summit of the platform were decided,
the distance of the menhirs from the
basement might have been chosen in
order to obtain further astronomical
sightlines. In particular, the red menhir
is located in an apparently non‐optimal
position, at a quote level slightly lower
of that of the white menhir.
However in this way the two sight‐
lines defined by the NE corner of the
basement and the red menhir, and by
the SE corner of the basement and the
white menhir, point to the minor and
the major southern lunar standstills re‐
spectively (Figure 5 ‐ detailed data re‐
ported in Appendix, Table 2). It is diffi‐
cult to think that this was due to a case
since the two stones are disposed along
the meridian with a good precision
(within one degree).
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Fig. 5: The azimuths of the two menhirs with respect to the corners of the monument.
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APPENDIX
Our data have been collected with a Leica GPS1200 GPS system, connected with the
Sardinian network of permanent GPS stations in real time kinematics. The accuracy of
this kind of survey is of the order of few centimetres or better (there is also a complete
photogrammetric reconstruction of the monument available on the website
http://geomatica.como.polimi.it/elab/maccoddi/). In order to compute azimuths, the ob‐
servations have been simply rototranslated from the original global cartesian reference
system to a local reference system, avoiding any cartographic projection and related er‐
rors (Sansò 2006). Declinations have been computed using the GETDEC software kindly
provided by Prof. Clive Ruggles.
Table 2: Azimuth, altitude, solar and lunar declinations and suggested astronomical target for the
entire monument

Backsight

foresight

azimuth

altitude

dec

Centre altar

W menhir

119°46’

1°07’

‐21°34’

Lunar
dec
‐20°54’

Centre altar
Centre altar

R menhir
Middlepoint
W and R
W menhir
R menhir
W menhir
R menhir
W menhir
R menhir
W menhir
R menhir

127°31’
123°38’

0°52’
1°00’

‐27°08’
‐24°22’

‐26°26’
‐23°41’

124°26’
132°16’
117°09’
125°58’
115°10’
122°56’
121°43’
128°49’

1°07’
0°52’
1°07’
0°52’
1°07’
0°52’
1°07’
0°52’

‐24°49’
‐30°16’
‐19°42’
‐26°05’
‐18°16’
‐23°59’
‐22°56’
‐28°00’

‐24°08’
‐29°33’
‐19°03’
‐25°23’
‐17°37’
‐23°18’
‐22°16’
‐27°18’

N/E corner
N/E corner
S/E corner
S/E corner
S/W corner
S/W corner
N/W corner
N/W corner

target
Sirius (2750 ±250
BC)
Venus ‐ε‐v
Sun ‐ε

Moon ‐ε‐i
Moon ‐ε+i

Sun ‐ε

